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I Part A (Multiple Cboice)

Answer all tlw twelve quezstinns.
Each question catics a wiightage of Ua.

l-n 4".l --,,, fs gl ,^ h.,1. rA=l o., "jl*aB=l o, jl""uA=Bthenrrs:
L-r nJ L-r :rrj

-'.(a) 6. (b) 3.

(c) 2. (d) -1.
2. For an orthogonal matrix A :

(a) Ar = A. (b) ArA = I.

(c) O'=Ot

8. fire signed minor is called :

(a) Inverse. (b) Co-factor.
..'- (c) Orthogonal. (d) Adjoint.

' 4. For an idempotent matrix A :

. (a) Ar=A.

(c) A2=A. (d) Ar=A

(b) 3.

(d) e.
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aq_ d,-.!
6. lf y =2*a + cos r, then fr is :

CLX-

- cost(a) 24r" - x

(c) ?L"2 -sin r'

t'6
7 - | e-' cl"r, rs i

Jo

(a) P(A) + P(B).

(c) P(A) .P(B).

(b) 24x2 - cos t,

(d) i, + cosi.

(b) P(B) -P(AB).

(d) P(A) - P(AB).

(b) 2.'

.-1(c) ; 
(d) -2'

8. If A and B are mutually exclusive events, then P (A r'r B) is :

(a) P(A)+P(B)-P(AnB). (b) r(A)+P(B)'

(c) P(A) + e(B) - P(A)'P(B). (d) P(A)'P(B/A)'

9. If A anrl B arre upy't*o *enrs rrnd P(A) 
= 

0.5, P(B) =0.6, P(AnB)=0.8 theD P(AuB) is :

(a) 0.2. (b) 0'4'

(c) 0.8. (d) 0'65'

10. For any twoindependent events A and B, P(AnB) is :

('l *



ls:11.

(d)

3

If A and B are two dependent events then P(A/B)
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(L2 xY+ = 3 weightage)

(c) P(B).

L2. ffX is a discrete random variable, and F (r) is the cumulative density frrnction, then the probability

rnass functionp (r) is :

(a) F(r+1)-F(*). (b) F(s)-F(r-1).
(c) F(r)-F(i+1). (d) F(r+1)-F{r-1).

Part B (Very Short Answers)

,"::::x:;:T'-.y#;*"

18. 
" 

o =[l ;) *'. "=[l l) ,*"nndA +2' -c.

'lr. , r\le r' i, I.rl
14. Find the co-factors of 2 and S in I S 4 2|,.ll

[684)

18. For the cost function c (r) = ! + ?.r * k2, find the marginal cost of producing 10 units.

16. lf l =z'xs+ logr, then find #'

17. Differentiate W with respeet to r and hence find the stationary points.

i)'"=[3
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18. Evaluate l'6"*' d*-

.

19. Define the,terms random experiment and sample space.
'

20. 'Ffuld the probability of drawing a\y one spade card froma pack of cards' 
. : .

Part C (Short Answers)

hlswer dnY eigFt questians'

Each question earries 2 weightoge

.-.'
(3 L 4 2)

21. Find the rank of the matrix I r 2 3 -t l'
[, t o 2)

J.e7sl
22. Find A-1, if A = I 

5 -1 4|,.

134lJ

t/o .| 
5.\lo t 

r

23. Find characteristic root's of | 0 S 1 l.ll
[004)

24. Find the maxima and minima of the total cost function I .

TC=31 +24Q-5,5Q'**a'.

25. Findthe slopeofthefunction x3-'L4x2 +24= 0atr - 2 andatr=,-!,

26. Find the pa*iaiderivatives * *a ! otthetunstion g* - q;+ 10rv + 5.
ax' ay"

27. Exptain about constraint optimization methods ?
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Zg. Aeroblem in Statistics is given to three students A, B and C whose chances of solving it arc i,

a .19 and + respectively. What is the probability that the problem will be solved ?

44
29. Explain Baye's theorem on conditional probability and give its uses'

30. If the p.m.f. of a random variable X is :

x * -.t 2rg,4r\
p(")=G ' &-L"

= 0 , otherwise

r:

(q o'l fr s. I
find(i) P{x=multiple of2or4l ; (ii) P.G.*.;l; and(iii) 

"t;.*.tl 
xtt}.

g1. Define mathematical expeciation. ltre probabitity lhat 
a_1an !"liog at a particular place will

cgtch L, Z, g,4 fish are 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 respectively. What is the expected number of fishes

caught ? .

(8x2=16weightage)

Part D (EssaYs)

Arlswer anY three qrcstinns'
Eoch questinn carri'es 4 weigktage-

82. The demand and supply functions of three comriodities X'Y,Z are given as :

- rRn -Rn

dt =L2+3p, +6p, +3P" i S, = 15 + 6Py.

Obtain the equilibrium prices and quantities'

Bg. Ifp, be the price, .*, the per capita quantity, J6 the per capita disposable income at time t and the

demand function is :

logpi= 0.618 -2..271ogr, + 1.31logy,'

compute the price elasticity and income elasticity of demand.

g4. rn i uott manufacturing factory machines A, B and c manufactures respectively 50vo,30vo and'
- ' 

20%ofthetotal.Oftheiroutput 4,S,zpercentsaredefeetivebolts.Aboltisdrawnatrandomfrom
' the product dnd is found to be defective. What are the probabilities that it was manufactured by

,ot.hit 
", 

A, B and C ?
Turn over
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A b4g contains 30 balls numbered from 1 to 30. One ball is drawn at random. Find the probability
that the number on the ball drawn will be a multiple of (i) 5 or 6, (ii) 3 or 4, (iii) 5 and 3. A reward

of Rs. 1@ is given if the number on the selected ball is a multiple of 5 or 6 and reward of Rs. 150

and Rs. 200 aie given if the selected number is a multiple of 3 or 4, 5 and 3 respectively. Find the

expected reward obtained.

A random variable X assumes the values -3, -2,-1, 0, L,2,3 such that P (X = -B) = P(X : -2) =
P(X=-1),P(X= 1)=P(X =2)=PCX= 3)andF(X= 0)=P(X> 0)=P(X< 0). Obtaintheprobability
mass function of X and distribution function of X.

(3x4=12weightage)


